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Editorial

In the editorial of the last Calendar men-
tion was made of the Festival exhibitions,
preparations for which were then in full
cry. Now we are left only with memories
of the splendours of the south wing at
Temple Newsam and the vitality of the
south and east rooms at the Art Gallery.
We do, however, have the opportunity of
holding post mortems.
Thanks to Dr. Beattie the catalogue of

The Rug in Islamic Art was a publication
to be proud of and indeed it acted as an
ambassador for Leeds and what we try to
do at Temple Newsam. In great demand
from the start by 'carpet beetles', as the
experts call each other, all over the world,
it is still selling on a wide market. It
seemed appropriate to follow the exhibi-
tion up with a Calendar at least partly
devoted to the same subject and fortunate-
ly we were able to induce Dr. Beattie to
carry on her good work by writing again
for us.
The displaying of the rugs posed some

formidable, if stimulating, problems in
which the technical stafl were soon im-
mersed. The magic-carpet technique, by
which some of the rugs were shown about
nine inches above the floor with no visible
means of support, was evolved with no
idea of a gimmick in mind, but as a highly
practical way of preventing visitors walk-
ing on them. A very simple buzz-bar
assembly of spotlights in each room
proved an efficient way of getting light
where it was wanted; while the hessian
wall covering, a time-consuming and
laborious exercise, seemed worth the effort
in the end These three elements in the
setting up of the exhibition are pin-pointed
because there is no well-trodden path in
rug display; the whole thing was some-
thing of an experiment and our method
caused much comment. The reader will
guess that this was favourable from the
fact that the subject is raised at all.

The exhibition at thc Art Gallery The
Teaching Image did the College ofArt much
credit and fortunately it has been possible
to acquire three of the works shoivn in it.
Keith Armour's etching Brown Edge was
bought for the picture lending scheme;
Frank Lisle's Sunflower Relief Painting was
bought by the city for the permanent
collection and Harry Thubron's Red Circle
was bought by the Leeds Art Collections
Fund and will, as usual, be lent to the Art
Gallery. Very likely the last two will
eventually make their home in the new
sculpture gallery-annexe which will sim-
ulate open-air lighting conditions and
should therefore show both objects off to
great advantage. The new annexe is,
incidentally, growing apace as this Calendar
goes to press.
Since the Festival the Vanessa Bell exhi-

bition has been held in Leeds. This, an
Arts Council touring exhibition, was given
an added interest by the presence in Leeds
of Professor Quentin Bell, the son of the
artist. A certain amount of embarrassment
was caused him by this circumstance —and
to those who thought it their duty to try
and convince him that he should do
something that he clearly did not want to
do. In the end a happy and very English
compromise was reached whereby pres-
sure to open the exhibition was relaxed
and Professor Bell was gently persuaded
to give a lunchtime talk called Bloomsbury
and the ArLs in the Early Twentieth Century.
This brought a record attendance and was
so full of good stuff that the speaker, with
a little further pushing, agreed that his
text should be printed in this Calendar. In
honesty it ought to be recorded that the
success of these machinations was due in
large measure to the Vice-Chancellor'
subtle diplomacy.
In recent weeks there have been a

number of important additions to the
collections in Leeds. The beautiful brass



2 Chair-back Settee, mahogany partlv gilt, c. 1735, one of a f~air formerly at Wroxton Abbey, Oxfordshire,
bought coith the aid of a grant from the Victoria and Albert Museum, 196'4.

chandelier was bought just in time to be
hung up in the Great Hall at Temple
Newsam before the soiree on 28th May;
this occasion indeed gave us the first
opportunity to light the candles and see
how lovely the whole thing looked as
daylight outside faded. The chandelier is
an English eighteenth-century one, pro-
bably made by John Giles of London and
given originally to Cheltenham Parish Church
by Edmund Smith, a surgeon, in 1738.
As it may be the subject of an article in a
later issue of the Calendar, suffice it to say
here that we have been looking for years
for something as good as this to hang
where it now does. Another Temple
Newsam object bought was a particularly
fine chair-back settee, one of a pair from
Wroxton Abbey—the other has gone to
the Victoria and Albert Museum. Made
of mahogany, partly gilded, and a few
years earlier probably than the chandelier,
it is in excellent state apart from the seat,
which will have to be re-covered before

it can be put on show. It will certainly be
one of the most notable pieces of furniture
of the period—approximately that of the
reconstruction of the Long Gallery with
which it shares a number of decorative
motifs.
Even more recent is the generous gift

made by Lord Milner of Leeds of his
collection of early nineteenth-century poli-
tical prints. These will normally be housed
in the Print Room where, until now, this
type of popular satirical art was unrepre-
sented. The Print Room material is
building up nicely, some fine drawings by
Elliott Seabrooke have been added in the
last few months, too, and it is good to
think that the public may browse through
solander boxes of prints and drawings
enjoying themselves in the same sort of
way as a private collector might. This all
contributes to the function of an Art
Gallery, in short, to provide as varied a
range of visual pleasures as possible to as
many people as possible.



Britain and the Oriental Carpet

by Dr. Afay Bea(lie

The history of the Oriental carpet in
England begins somewhat abruptly with
a request for carpets by Cardinal Wolsey.
This incident is unique in that instead of
the usual terse, uninformative comment or
inventory entry of the period, a whole
series of documents has survived in which
one can trace the events leading up to the
presentation of'60 carpets to the Cardinal
by thc Signoria of Venice. The corres-
pondence between the Signoria and their
Ambassadors in London, Sebastian Gius-
tinian'nd his successor Antonio Surian,
dragged on for over two years, the Ambas-
sadors realising that without satisfying the
demands of the Cardinal there was little
hope of resolving certain matters of the
wine trade. Part of the story is well known.
After the initial request on 21st June, 1518,
and a subsequent gift of seven Damascene
carpets, the number asked for was in-
creased to 60—100, for which the Cardinal
was prepared to pay. The requests con-
tinued in 1519and when, after nearly four
years Giustinian was at last relieved of an
embassy that he had begun to regard as a
banishment, he reported, on his return to
Venice, that Wolsey was still asking for the
carpets. Soon after the arrival of Antonio
Surian in I.ondon, W'olsey brought up the
matter again, saying, as he had said to
Surian's predecessor, that he would like
to have the 60 carpets, and even as late as
January, 1520, the Cardinal was offering
to pay for them. After much procrastina-
tion the Signoria, prodded by Giustinian,
eventually decided to send them and
disposed of certain valuables to cover the
cost. These included the chain given to
Giustinian by the King, which he greatly
treasured and had begged for in vain on
his return to Venice, for at that time a
royal gift to a diplomat became by law

the property of the state. The sixty carpets
reached I,ondon by way ofAntwerp about
fourteen weeks after they had been des-
patched from Venice and on 23rd October,
1520, they were presented by Surian to the
Cardinal, much to the satisfaction of the
recipient. These famous carpets were still
apparently in good condition in 1529,
for '60 carpets received from Venice,
24 Oct. 12 Henry viii'ere inventoried
with the dispossessed Cardinal's goodss
and along with them, in part retribution
for his 'off'ences', they passed to the
possession of the King4.
Giustinian originally suggested the car-

pets could come either by land or 1>y thc
galleys. The Signoria instructed that they
should be sent 1>y the former route, and
they eventually reached England from
Antwerp as did so many other goods at
that time. In the early part of the century
English vessels traded direct with various
places in the Levant including Chins, and
'Turkic'arpets were among the goods
which they brought back'. Chios, which
lies just west of Smyrna, was within easy
reach of great land trade routes, and two
of the most important sea routes from the
west went via the island to Pera and to
Alexandria. Much of the trade was transit
and carpets which are recorded in the
exports from 1455 to 1562, were the most
important of the household goods shipped
abroad6. Argenti thinks they may have
been a local industry at that time carpet
weaving was certainly being carried on
there in 1747—and some of the carpets
which reached England may well have
come either directly or indirectly by way
of Chins.
In the middle years of the sixteenth

century when British sea trade with the
Levant was at a low ebb, carpets came



through Flanders as Wolsey's had done in
1520, and wealthy families commissioned
their agents in Antwerp to buy them'. In
the second half of the century when efforts
were made to establish trade with Persia
through Russia, Anthony Jenkinson in-
cluded carpets in the goods he was bringing
back by way of the Volga in 1579. He lost
some of these temporarily near Astrakhan
in a clash with some 'Cassaks'ho used
them as wrappings for their dead, but
ultimately he recovered his 'Turkic
carpets cut out and spoyled by those
vilanous pirats' As the term 'Turkic
carpet'mplied knotted pile work, ir-
respective of origin, Jenkinson's carpets
were more probably Caucasian or Persian.
Whether they ever reached England is not
known; indeed no record has been found
of the importation of Oriental carpets into
Britain by the Russian route . By the
last quarter of the century ships were again
sailing direct from British ports to the
Levant and bringing back carpets' There
were 'l3 Turkey carpets't'n the Hercules
which arrived from Syria in 1588, and in
1592 the cargo of the captured Madre de
Dios which sailed from India contained
'carpets like those of Turkey' By the
beginning of the seventeenth century the
carpet trade was obviously brisk and John
Sanderson in May of 1604 wrote to Barton
in Constantinople 'Buy not any mohairs...but Turkic carpetts of the lesser sort, yf
they be well bought ar heare good mer-
chandice...'ts.
A curious feature of Oriental carpets in

England in the sixteenth century is that
records of their entry by official channels
are virtually non-existent' Wolsey cer-
tainly ensured that no duty was paid on
the gift to him of sixty carpets. Valuable
presents from foreign rulers were duty
free and possibly ambassadors may also
have had some immunity. There was, of
course, no charge on pillaged carpets.
According to a Port Book of 1574—75's,
certain goods 'for store or provision'ere
not dutiable. These included household
goods, some of which were imported by
alien immigrants. In 1582, however, car-
pets were listed in a Book ofRates'~ which
the customs officers used for assessing the
duties. It gives the following valuations:

Carpets called Turky carpets of iiii
yardes and aboove the peece vj li
Carpets called Turky carpets under that
length the peece xxvj s viij d
Carpets called Turkic or Venice carpets
the peece x s.

Considerable documentary evidence
survives for the existence of Oriental
carpets in the great houses of England.
The most important have been listed by
Tattersall". Less well known is the list of
goods of Sir William Cavendish of

1553'hich

mentions 21 Turkey carpets. The
same number was in the possession of the
Earl of Shrewsbury in Sheffield Castle and
Lodge in 1582'~, and, in what is believed
to be Chatsworth Old Hall, were 12,
one of which was square. Throughout the
century there must have been an increas-
ing demand, because 'costlie

furniture'ad

descended to 'inferior artificers and
manic farmers'ho garnished their
tables'ith carpets and fine naperie'~'.
Apart from size and shape there is little

in the documentary sources to indicate the
type of carpet reaching Britain during the
sixteenth century. Fven in the unusually
descriptive inventory of Robert Dudley,
Earl of Leicester," the brief mentions of
colour and design are insufficient to recog-
nize definite types. One must assume that
carpets similar to those so richly portrayed
in sixteenth century Italian paintings also
reached England. From the evidence of
famous portraits and also from others less
well known these carpets were Turkish.
Every Tudor monarch, posthumously, if
not during his life time, was portrayed at
least once in a painting in which a carpet
was a conspicuous feature of the furnish-
ings. As far as one can judge from paint-
ings the small scale octagon and lozenge,
represented by the portrait of George
Gisze (1532) ", and the large octagon in
square, represented by the Ambassadors
(1533)~~b were the designs in favour all
through the century. A rug of the former
type may have been in the possession of
the Earl of Shrewsbury, for Mary Queen
of Scots who used her captor's carpets',
stands on one in her portrait, see p. l. fig. 1,
which was painted in 1578 during her cap-
tivity . It is probable too that the sort of



Turkish rug with the large stardesignshow-
ing Mamluk influence, which Holbein de-
picted in the Privy Chamber at Whitehall
in 153722', was also in current use, but
the lack of evidence for its existence and
indeed for that of many other types in the
sixteenth century, may be due as much to
the lack of a notable school of British
painters as to a dearth of rugs.
The fiequent reference in the late fif-

teenth and early sixteenth century to
'tapedi damaschini'n Venetian inven-
tories published at the turn of this century,
soon resulted in the name being applied
to a homogenous group of rugs ofuncertain
origin, distincly different from those of
Turkey and Persia. The name therefore
became current again in the twentieth
century and is still sometimes used in the
trade. Equally numerous but for the most
part from the second half of the sixteenth
century and onwards, were references to
rugs from F.gypt and Cario. Although sug-
gested as early as 1910 it was Sarre'-4 who,
in 1921, brought forward evidence for an
Egyptian origin for the so-called 'Dam-
ascus'roup, and reinforced it in 192425
by comparing the designs of the type with
Egyptian mosaic floors and other works of
art, so that to-day there is every justifica-
tion for referring to these same rugs as the
Mamluk rugs of Fgypt. In the 42 recorded
references to 'Damascus'r Egyptian car-
pets which cover a period from 1474—
1789 —and to which a 43rd may be
added for the year 1517 when Monsieur
de Lautrec received a gift of Damascus
carpets from the Venetians2'he entries
1483 to 1520, with a single vague excep-
tion in 1512, refer to 'tapedi

damaschini'r

similarly styled rugs, and the later ones
to Cairene rugs.
Apart from being 'very beautiful'o

actual description of Wolsey's carpets is
known, but latterly they have been pre-
sumed to be Mamluk . In their reports
to the Royal Society of Arts in 1919,
neither Kendrick nor Baker and appar-
ently no rug specialist since, has ever
mentioned Surian's letter of 3rd January,
1520, in which he reports that the Cardinal
repeated his wish to receive the Cairene
carpets (tapedi ch'ajerin), for which he
would pay. Nor has attention been called

to a letter of 10th March of the same year
in which the request for 60 Cairene car-
pets (tapedi chajarini) is again passed on to
the Signoria
Sarre had not, in 1919, produced his

evidence for the Egyptian origin of the so-
called Damascus rugs and the fact was
overlooked that although the rugs were
referred to by the Ambassadors both in
England and in Italy as'tapedidamaschini'nd

were eventually bought in Venice,
on two occasions they were also called
'Cairene'arpets. This appears to be the
earliest known use of this adjective to
carpets, although the city was already a
production centre more than fifty years
earlier.
In none of the 43 references previously

mentioned is more than one term ever
used to refer to the same rug or group of
rugs, and the use of 'damaschini'nd
'ch'aherin'r 'chajerini'or Wolsey's
60 carpets is an instance of the applica-
tion of the two terms to what has been
referred to as a group of rugs of one type.
All the known records of 'damaschini'r,
in English, 'damascene'arpets from 1483—
1512 are from Venetian sources and very
probably the rugs of 1517 and certainly
those of 1518 and 1520 also were bought in
Venice. In fact 'damaschini'nd similar
terms seem to be closely associated with
Venice and the Venetians. An entry in
the Sanuto Diaries for January 1520
which does not occur in the State Papers,
deals with the dilatory happenings before
the decision was finally taken to send the
carpets to Wolsey. It was suggested that
from certain money might be bought '60
tapedi chiarini e cimischisach'. This is the
third use of the term Cairene, this time in
Venice, and the discussion of 60 Cairene
and Damascus rugs points to the Cardinal
having got a mixed lot, for, in the end,
the Signoria never specified the type but
simply ordered the purchase of '60 beauti-
ful and choice carpets'. Sanuto here
reports a distinction between Cairene
carpets and Damascus carpets, and uses a
spelling for the latter similar to that by
which he referred to de Lautrec's gift of
rugs". He also> of course, uses the term
'damaschini'nd it may be that in Venice
it was a commonly used expression for fine

4 Mamluk carpet in a
painting of the

sixteenth-seventeenth
century. Reproduced by
permission of His Grace

the Duke ofFife.





Oriental carpets, and the finest quality
and probably the most readily available at
that time would be the Mamluk rugs of
Egypt, but when it carre to the point of
deciding what to buy, and for Wolsey
only the most splendid would do, someone,
perhaps more knovvledgable about rugs
than his fellows, suggests tivo distinct
types Cairene and Damascus and the
use of the word 'cimischisach'ay have
referred to rugs marketed in Damascus.
These rugs must have been sufficiently like
the Mamluk to give rise to a term applic-
able to both. Closest in style and colour is
the Compartment group of rugs. They
occur in sixteenth century Italian paint-
ings and they were in use in Britain early
in the seventeenth century, and it seems
quite likely that lioth Mamluk and
Compartment rugs were included in the
gift to Wolsey.

Most exan:ples of Mamluk rugs in
pictures appear in the sixteenth century
paintings of the Italian school, but Fig. 3
shows that long after Wolsey's day, and
well after the peak period of production
such a rug was in use in Britain. The
painting is by an anonymous artist. In
the upper right are the arms of Duff, and
the sitter is called Alexander Duff of
Keithmore (1623—1696). The designation
is doubtful, as this appears to be a work of
the late sixteenth or early seventeenth
century. Possibly it represents Adam Duff
ofClunybeg, father ofAlexander. Kneller's
monogram on the document may indicate
that it is a copy, by Kneller, of an earlier
picture now lost29. Such of the rug as can
be seen, shows an octagon of characteristic
lancet leaves within an eight-pointed star
on which the 'papyrus'otif occurs, and
encloses a wheel-like rosette familiar in
Mamluk rugs. No border is visible, and
the rest of the field is indistinct, but there
is no doubt of the type of rug depicted.
We assume because of the characteristic

designs, that rugs portrayed in paintings
were copied from Oriental originals, and
usually this must have been the case; but
rugs in Oriental designs so alike as to be
mistaken tor eastern work were also made
in western Europe. Two of these were
included in the recent exhibition at Temple

Newsam. They are of the well-known
group nf four belonging to the Duke of
Biiccleuch a group which probably re-
presents the only woollen knotted pile
carpets in Oriental designs definitely
known to have survived since the sixteenth
century in England. Their condition is
still remarkable. Of the three with the
Montagu arms and the Star Ushak design
the largest, with the date 1584 (Fig. 4)
in the terminal end web, and the small
piece in the Lotto design without date or
armss" were exhibited. The Star Ushak in
this 'classical'orm first appears in a
Furopean painting A Fisherman Brings the

Ring of St. Mark to the Doge by Paris
Bordone from about 1533, and the design
must therefore have been woven well
before then. It has not been found in this
form in paintings of the British school
before the early seventeenth century, but
the Buccleuch carpets are sufFicient evi-
dence for its existence in Western Europe
in the sixteenth centurv.

It was invaluable to have these rugs
displayed once again along with a typical
Turkish Star Ushak and Lotto rug. The
technical peculiarities of the materials
and workmanship set them apart froni
their Oriental prototypes and in those with
the Star design have resulted in an elonga-
tion of the motifs that is quite unusual and
noticeable. Features which are not obvious
from a black and white photograph are
the foundation materials, the dry, lustre-
less, puffy wool, the short dense pile, the
extensive range of colours and the Roman
letters (I'ig. 5). The vvine red, orange and
blues show little change, but the yellows
were originally brighter and the hlue-
green yellower in tone. A pale pink, in
places nearly bleached, was at one time a
cerise shade. The field of the 1584 rug
as well as the border of the undated one
in the I.otto design—is a rather soft varie-
gated salmon pink, formerly somewhat
darker. The evenness of the weave, the
regularity of the design and the delicate
pink of the ground impart a sophisticated
elegance to this rug that is quite foreign
to the robust Star Ushak carpet ofTurkey,
and also poses the question whether such a
fabric could at that date be of British



4. Fvropean carpet in the design of a Turkish Star Ushak. Dated 1584. Reproduced h» permission of His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch.
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origin. The possibility of a Flemish proven-
ance was much discussed at Temple
Newsam.
Since 1914 the Buccleuch rugs have been

regarded as English in this country al-
though no really convincing evidence has
been brought forward to support this
view, and in recent years some foreign
writers have continued to cite them as
examples of Turkish work. In 1588,
Leicester possessed a 'Turquoy carpett of
Norwiche work, in length ij yards, in
breadth j yard quarter'. No carpet
weavers are mentioned in the Ikegister of
the Freemen of Ports'iclt 1548—1713 (1934),
and recent research has failed to provide
any information about carpet knotting in
that district in the sixteenth centuryst.
English knotted pile work of the period
does not resemble that of the Buccleuch
carpets but the latter are close in colour
to pieces of Sheldon tapestry work. The
Sheldon workshop, for long under the
direction of Richard Hyckes, who is

reputed to have learnt his art in Flanders,
was at. Barchcston, not so far distant from
Boughton House, the seat of Sir Edward
Montagu whose arms adorn three of the
carpets. Neither there, nor in London,
where EIyckes went for some years in 1584,
has any evidence of carpet weaving been
found. There is, however, a marked re-
semblance betv een the

'barber-pole'tripes

of small pieces of Sheldon tapestry
work and the stripes flanking the guards in
the 1584 carpet, where unlike the bi-
coloured stripe of an Ushak carpet, there
is a sequence of colours: pink, yellow and
blue, and for a short distance green also.
The provenance ofother similarly coloured
pieces of tapestry work is as uncertain as
that of the carpets, and the difliculty is
the greater because of the close contact
between Flanders and England in the
sixteenth century.
Although nothing has been found to

indicate a thriving carpet industry in
Britain in the sixteenth century, the craft

10



was by then in vogue in Flanders. Some
time prior to 1539 makers of Turkey car-
pets were brought to Ireland from
Flanders and the neighbouring provincess2
which must indicate a well-established
craft and one of some renown. Guic-
ciardiniss in 1560 speaks specifically of the
diversity of the artisans of Antwerp:

"Or quels et de quel nombre sont les
Mestiers qui s'exercent par effect en
ceste ville, on le peut exprimer par vne
seule parolle, disant toutz: Car la se
font toute espece de vaisseaux et nauires,
et de toute capacite et portee: diuerse
draperie, des toiles de tout pris, tapis-
serie, des tapis de Turquie ou imitez
tels, des fustaines: de toutes sortes
d'armes, et munition de guerre, cuirs,
taintures, paintures, couleurs, dorures,
argenterie, verrieres a la Venitienne, et
en grand quantite;"
Here is evidence that the eral'tsmen of

Antwerp made Turkey carpets or imi-
tated them. Furthermore they are high
in the list after shipbuilding and certain
textiles, and come before war materials,
and fine arts. Copying was not restricted
to carpets for 'verriere a la Venitienne's
also listed and the various products were
made 'en grand quantite'. The local carpet
weaving industry of Antwerp, that city
which had such close associations with
England and where carpets are known to
have been ordered by English families in
the sixteenth century, must have been con-
siderable. It may in fact explain some of
the western details in rugs usually regarded
as Oriental which, with other meticulously
and accurately portrayed objects, are
depicted in Flemish paintingss4. It is true
that many Flemish artisans settled in
Norwich and elsewhere and one cannot
therefore overlook the possibility of a
brief flourishing of carpet weaving in the
technique and style of Flanders, but there
is virtually nothing so far to support this
idea. The provenance of the famous
Buccleuch carpets will remain a matter of
speculation unless relevant contemporary
documents come to light, but in view of
the evidence so far, Flanders, where the
craftsmen made 'tapis de Turquie ou
imitez tels', would seem to have a better
claim to them than England.

APPENDIX

Abbreviations
FY Four Years at the Court of Henry

VI II. Selection of Despatches
written by the Venetian Ambassa-
dor, Sebastian Giustinian, and ad-
dressed to the Signory of Venice.
Jan 12th 1515—July 26th 1519.
Trans. Rawdon Brown. Vol. II.

ID I Diarii di Marino Sanuto
MCCCCXCVI —MDXXXI II.
Venice 1879—1902, 59 vols.
Vols. 28 and 29.

Letter Book of Sebastian Giustin-
ian (From which FY is selected).

SD Sanuto Diaries as presented in
SPV

SPV Calendar of State Papers—Vene-
tian Vols. 2 and 3.

FY
p. 198

ax.VI.x5x8. I.ambeth. Giustinian
to the Signoria.
After these colloquies, his right
reverend lordship requested me
very earnestly to contrive with the
magnifico the captain and the
masters, that paying for the same,
he might have certain choice car-
pets, and some other articles, but,
above all, the carpets. I told him
that I did not know whether there
were any, but that if there were,
his lordship should have them. I
suspect he will not be accom-
modated, which will prove of
serious detriment to us; whereas
had he received twelve or fifteen
small handsome carpets, he would
have been extremely satisfied.
Should your Excellency think
fit, you might see either to for-
warding them by land, or pro-
mise that he should receive some
by the next galleys.

Excerpts in Chronological Order from
Documents referring to Cardinal

Wolsey's Carpets
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FY
p. 241

LB
SPV2
1111

SPV2
1287
p. 561
MS in
St.
Mark's
Library

x x.x x.x5 x8. Lambeth. Giustinian
to the Signoria.
he (Wolsey) sent for them (the
merchants)... and they gave him
seven very handsome Damascene
carpets.

20.xx.x5x8. Lambeth. Giustinian
to the Signoria.
The Cardinal seemed satisfied,
and entreated him to make vigor-
ous exertions for the transmission
to him by the next galleys, of
100, or 80, or 60 handsome car-
pets "for the ornament of his
house," which he would pay for
thankfully. Made answer that he
was shortly to return home and
would deliver the message in
person, when the Cardinal re-
joined, "This I do not choose,
because, should you not be in
Venice at the time of the depar-
ture of the galleys, what I want
would not be forthcoming." Pro-
mised therefore to write to the
State.

xo.g.x5xg. Report of England by
Sebastian Giustinian.
Wolsey was very anxious for the
Signory to send him 100 Dama-
scene carpets. The slightest hint
given by the Signory to the Lon-
don factory would induce that body
to take the expense upon them-
selves. This present would easily
settle the affair of the wines
of Candia.

SD
SPV3
1

SD
SPV3
2

gift might easily settle the affair
of the wines of Candia; that is to
say, induce the repeal of the duties
on sack imported by Venetian
subjects. The ambassador, on his
departure, left the business in a
fair way, and consigned all the
documents concerning it to his
successor; but to discuss the
matter farther, until the Cardinal
receives his hundred carpets,
would be idle.

28.xa.x5xg. London. Surian to the
Signoria.
The Cardinal spoke in terms of
great honour of the Signory...
adding, that he wished to receive
the 60 Damascene carpets pro-
mised by Sebastian Giustinian.
(This should read 'wished to re-
ceive the 60 Damascene carpets
as he said to his predecessor
Sebastian Giustinian.'D —e poi
disse desideraria aver li 60 tapedi
damaschini come disse al suo
precesor sier Sebastian Justinian.')

3.x.x520. London. Surian to the
Signoria.
He (Wolsey) likewise spoke in
terms of honour of the Signory,
repeating his wish to receive the
carpets from Cairo, and that he
would pay their cost. (ID—Scrive
ha replicato di tapedi ch'ajerin
che'1 desidera averli e dara il
costo.)

FY
p. 315

3o.xo.x5xg. Giustinian's Report to
the Signoria after his return to
Venice.
Cardinal Wolsey is very anxious
for the Signory to send him 100
Damascene carpets, for which he
has asked several times, and
expected to receive them by the
last galleys. The ambassador urg-
ed the Senate to make this present,
as even should the Signory itself
not choose to incur the expense,
the slightest hint to the London
factory would induce that body
to take it on themselves; and this

ID28
217

3x.x.x520.
It was proposed by the Sages of
the guilds: the right reverend the
Cardinal of York had requested
60 Damascene carpets (tapedi
damaschin) as appeared from the
report of Sebastian Giustinian,
knight, former ambassador in
England, and from the letters of
Antonio Surian, doctor and knight
our present ambassador there;
and he will make them duty free
by his authority in that country;
but it should be resolved that
from the money of the London

12



fund, should be bought 60 Cairene
and Damascus carpets (60 tapedi
ciaiarini e cimischisach) the cost
of which will be 600 ducats, and
they should be sent as a gift from
our Signoria to the abnve-men-
tioned right reverend Cardinal,
vt in parte. Marco da Molin, son
of Alvise the procurator, Adminis-
trator of the I.ondon fund, got up
and spoke against it, saying that
the fund is low and if the Signoria
wished to make a gift of it, it
should not debit it from the
London fund; Marin Justinian,
knight, and councillor ofSebastian,
Sage of the guilds, replied, and
well. When he finished, the Sages
of the Terra ferma, that is Piero
da Pexara and some others sug-
gested a delay whereas the Sages
of the guilds wanted to have the
proposal accepted; and Zuan
Francescn Mnzenign, Sage of the
guilds, got up and spoke in favour
of delay because he himself was
in favour of it. But in view of the
agreement it was decided to wait
until the next meeting; he left
the rostrum, did not speak and
the proposal was not approved.

SD 7.2.x520.
SPV3 Determination of the College to
13 sell the chain (which had been

deposited in the office of the Pro-
curator of St. Mark), given by the
King of Fngland to the ambas-
sador Sebastian Giustinian, worth
500 ducats; and also the two cups
given by the King of Hungary to
the ambassador Alvise Bon, worth
about 200 ducats; the proceeds to
be expended in the purchase nf 60
Damascene carpets, to be sent as a
gift to Cardinal Wolsey in
England. Note by Sanutn that the
purchase was made, and the
carpets sent accordingly. (ID—Et
questo per comprar 60 tapedi
damaschini e mandarli a donar
al cardinal Eboracensi in Anglia;
et cussi sono comprati et man-
dati poi;)

SD3
SPV3
18

ID28
405

Deli b-
eraZi-
oni
Senato
Secreta
SPV3
35>

SD
SPV3
107

25.2.x5ao. Speech by Giustinian
in the Senate.
Giustinian added that the carpets
had not been sent to Cardinal
Wolsey, nor had it been decided
tn send them; and that he, the
Cardinal, "est alter Rex".

xo.3.x5ao. Surian to the Signoria.
The Cardinal of York requests
dextro modo the Signoria to oblige
him with 60 Cairene carpets etc.
(lo fazi servir di 60 tapedi cha-
jarini etc.).

x x.4.x5ao. Decree of the Senate.
Expedient at the present time to
keep the right reverend Cardinal
of York well disposed towards us
by reason of the supreme authority
and favour enjoyed by him with
the King of F.ngland. His right
reverend Lordship having asked
the nobleman Sebastian Giustin-
ian, knight, for from 60 tn 100
carpets, and having again with
extreme earnestness repeated his
demand and urged it tn nur am-
bassador nnw resident in England:
Put to the ballot—Tn pur-

chase in this our city 60 beautiful
and choice carpets, at the cost of
600 ducats; the carpets to be
selected and purchased as the
College shall direct and sent to
London by land, and presented by
our ambassador to the Cardinal in
the Signory's name. The present
decree to be notified to nur ambas-
sador tn be communicated forth-
with to his right reverend Lord-
ship.

Ayes, 151. Noes, 10. Neutrals,
1.

x4, x6, x8.7.x52o. Calais. Surian
tn the Signoria.
He (Wolsey) also gave a hint that
he was expecting the ca rpets.
Note by Sanuto, that two days
ago 60 carpets were sent, worth
———ducats.

13



Misti
Consig-
lio X.
SPV3
110

SD
SPV3
117

SD
SPV3
118

2x.7.x52o. Decree of the Council
of Ten and Junta.
Necessity for raising 370 ducats to
pay for the carpets to be sent as a
gift to the Right Reverend Cardi-
nal of Fngland. Put to the ballot
that the remaining surplus of'he
Rhenish guilders belonging to the
Signory in the treasury of Treviso
be pledged as a security for the
said sum.

Ayes, 26. Noes, 1. Neutrals, 0.

6.9.x52o. Surian to the Signoria.
San Fin.
Had received the orders from the
Signory to thank Cardinal Wolsey
for his good ofiices at the royal
interviews, and to tell him that
the carpets had been forwarded.

7.9.x52o. Surian to the Signoria.
Concerning the carpets, the Cardi-
nal inquired how many there
were, and said he would always
serve the Signory.... Also that
if the carpets had arrived at
Antwerp, there would be orders

exempting them from payment
of duties.

SD 23.xo.x520.Surian to the Signoria.
SPV3 Last evening there arrived from
133 Antwerp the 60 carpets destined

as a present for Cardinal Wolsey,
to whom he sent his secretary to
announce the intelligence. The
Cardinal sent back word that he
was very glad, and that the carpets
were to be brought to him. Today
accordingly he went to his lord-
ship, accompanied by the consul,
Hironimo da Molin, and they
presented the carpets to him in
the Signory's name. These were
accepted graciously, and the
Cardinal inspected them one by
one. They were very beautiful,
and pleased him much, and he
said the present was worthy of'
much greater personage than
himself; thanking the Signory
vastly, making many ofrers of
service, and saying he would not
be an ungrateful Cardinal, but
stand the Signory's man in any-
thing and everything.

(s.
rfnolher deloil
oJ Fig. 4
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Calendar of
Notable Events
in Leeds

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

Open daily, including Sundays
October to April, 11.30a.m. to dusk
May to September, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
Wednesday, 10.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.

Paintings, furniture, ceramics and silver
from the permanent collection will be on show
during the winter months.

CITY ART GALLERY

Open daily 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

B.5. Turnerr Drat<oings and Paintings

October 8 to November 8

A retrospe< tive exhibition of workshy th<
I.eeds Artist who died in 1963.

Architectural Drattdngs from the collection oj
The Royal Institute of British Architects

November 14 to December 13

The exhibition represents a unique recorcl of
English architectural draughtsmanship from the
sixteenth century to the present day. Also
included are several fine examples of
continental work,

Umherto Boccioni |'I882-l~)I6)
November 28 to December 19

An Arts Council exhibition of drawings and
prints by this artist from the Museum of
Modern Art, Ne<v York.

2 orkshire Artists'xhibition
February-March 1965

A preliminary announcement of the biennial
exhibition open to all artists born, resident or
trained in the county. Forms may be obtained
at a later date by applying to the Director,
Temple Newsam House, Leeds 15.



Exhibitions in other Yorkshire Galleries

BATI.EY

BRADFORD

BRIOHOUSE

HARROOATE

H < IDDERSFIEI.D

HUI.L

KLHUHI.E Y

ROTHERHAM

SCARBOROU<IH

SHEFFIELD

SWARTHMORE
CENTRE (LEEDS)

WAKEFIELD

Ivon Hitchens (A.E.B.)
Society of Marine Artists (A.E.B.)
National Loan Collections Trust (A.F..B.)

Sculpture by Martin Grose
Bradford Arts Club, Annual Fxhibition
Paintings by Joan Eardley (A.C.)

Flower Paintings by Contemporary Artists (A.E.B
Portraits of Children in Pastel and Watercolour
(A.E.B.)

Harrogate Photographic So< iety
Venetian Glass (V. 8<. A.)
Nidderdale Arts Club
Design Centre Awards, photographs
Young Contemporaries (A.C.)
English Chairs (V. fk A.)

Artists'nternational Association
Huddersfield Art Society
Contemporary Polish Prints (V. f1< A.)

Durer and his Contemporaries (V. R. A.I
Animals in Art (V. fk A.)

Children's Royal Academy (A.E.B.I
Hong Kong Prints
Work by Keighley Schoolchildren
Masterpieces of'ictorian Photography (V. fk A.)
Cleveland Museum, U.S.A., Fxhibition
Industry Illustrated I

(A F B )Watercolours of'oday I

National I.oan Collection Fund (A.E.B.)
Cream Wares (V. fk A.)

Paintings by Brian Robb
Scarborough Art Society Autumn Exhibition
Small Sculpture (A.E.B.)

Edward Lear Drawings
Terry Lee and Graham Bevan
The English Chair (V. fk A.)
Design Centre Awards
Durer and his Contemporaries (V. fk A.)

Outline of Modern Art (A.C.)
Kenneth Cozens
Mary Lord

Paintings by Wakefiefd Schoolchildren
Sculpture bv Georg F.hrlich
Painting from Terezin
West Riding Artists'xhibition

to September 26
October 3 to October 31
November 14 to December 28

to September 6
to October 4
September 12 to October 4

September 1 to September 29
October 3 to October 31

September 6 to October 4
September 5 to November 1

October 10 to November 1

October 10 to October 31
November 7 to November 22
Novrmber 28 to January 24

September 12 to October 3
October 10 to November 7
November 1 to November 21

September 1 to September 21
September 19 to November 8

September 5 to October 4
September 5 to October 30
September 19 to September 27
October 1 to October 21
October 3 to October 25
October 24 to November 22

September 5 to October 4
October 10 to November 22

to September 23
September 24 to October 28
November 1 to November 28

September
September
September 26 to November 22
October 2 to October 25
November 7 to December 20

October 3 to October 16
October 24 to November 14
November 21 to December 12

September 5 to October 19
September 25 to October 17
October 3 to October 21
October 24 to November 21

YORK The Graphic Work of Edvard Munch (A.C.) September 26 to October 17

A.C. = Arts Council A.E.B. = Art Exhibitions Bureau V. <<k A. = Victoria and Albert Museum
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Bloomsbury
and the Arts in the Early Twentieth Century

A lecture delivered at the City Art Gallery, Leeds, on?hursday, june 11th, 1964
by Professor Quentin Bell

When it was known that the exhibition
which you see around you would come to
Leeds, Mr. Rowe suggested that I, as the
son of the artist, should open it. I resisted
this notion. A filial tribute is, of all literary
forms, the most difficult and the most
perilous censure is out of place and praise
is discounted; impersonality is absurd and
intimacy is embarassing. Thus it appeared,
thus it appears to me and I felt that I
could not undertake the task.
Our Director is, however, a remarkably

persuasive and persistent character. When
he had twisted my arm very nearly clean
out of its socket I agreed to talk, not about
my mother, but about the circle of friends
to which she belonged, that which the
world knows as "Bloomsbury". I have now
become aware that, in accepting this pro-
position, I made a careful withdrawal from
the frying pan into the fire. I shall again
be forced into the compromising situation
of an advocate; moreover there must be a
certain air of irrelevance about what I say.
We are here in a picture gallery and you
naturally expect me to talk about pic-
tures, whereas in fact I must talk about
writers and politicians, about philosophy
and about sex (I shall probably be thrown
out before I have done). But here I must
ask you to bear with me, the incongruity
between that which you see before you
and that which you will hear, is in truth,
a part of my argument; it will help me
to explain the nature of what they call
the 'Bloomsbury Group'.
I shall have to use the word 'group', but

it is something of a misnomer; when
one speaks of 'a member of the group'ne
suggests an organisation with rules, mem-
bership cards, and a programme. Blooms-
bury had none of these things and it is
not at all easy to say who was or who was

not within that circle of friends, most of
whom lived in Bloomsbury. Circles of
friends are not usually perfect circles, in
fact they are more like spirals which
extend further and further from their
centres in a progressively widening helix.
But even this image will not serve, for a
spiral departs from a centre and in
Bloomsbury there was no centre. I have
heard Virginia Woolf described as the
'Queen of Bloomsbury'his is pure
nonsense; Bloomsbury was never a
Monarchy —neither was it a Republic. It
was an anarchic entity in so far as it
was an entity—without laws or leaders or
a common doctrine. The inhabitants
themselves differ when it comes to making
a list of the so-called members. Let me
play safe: no account of Bloomsbury could
omit Lytton Strachey and his cousin
Duncan Grant, the two daughters of
Leslie Stephen, Vanessa and Virginia,
and their two husbands, Clive Bell and
Leonard Woolf; to these we may certainly
add Maynard Keynes and Roger Fry.
During the years between 1904 and 1914,
these were very closely linked by friend-
ship with Desmond MacCarthy and his
wife Molly, Saxon Sidney Turner, Gerald
Shove and H. T.J.Norton, E.M. Forster,
and, until his early death, Thoby Stephen,
the brother of Vanessa and Virginia.
During and after the First World War
there were many other close contacts and
the list could be enormously widened, but
at this period, as I hope to show, the
method of classification has to be altered.

Now I was born in Bloomsbury and am
related to or have been a close friend of all
the people whom I have placed on my
'short list'nd some of those in the more
extended catalogue. But I am very far
from being an authority on this subject. I

All the portraits illus-
trated are by Vanessa
Bell and were included
in the Arts Council
memorial exhibition of
her pain(ings shown in
t.eeds, 6—27 June lo64.

Portrait of Virginia Wootf
c. lqll —12

Cardboard, 16$ x 13 in.
Collection of

Leonard Woolf, Esq.
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was only four years old when the first and
most characteristic phase came to an end;
and today a great deal has been written
on the subject, so that a complete biblio-
graphy would, I suppose, be quite an
extensive document. I have read very little
but I have read enough to gain the impres-
sion that Bloomsbury was, in the opinion
of most critics, an unhealthy neighbour-
hood. I.et me quote from one of these
critics, Sir john Rnthenstein:

"Idoubt... whether more than a few
people are even now aware how closely-
knit an association 'Bloomsbury'as,
how untiring its members were in
advertising one another's work and
personalities. Most people whn came
into casual contact with members of
this gifted circle recall its charm, its
candour, its high intelligence; few...
suspected how ruthless and businesslike
were their methods. They would have
been surprised if they had known of the
lengths to which some of these people...
v ere prepared to go in order to ruin,
utterly, nnt only the 'reactionary'igures
whom they publicly denounced, but
young painters and writers who showed
themselves tno independent to come to
terms with the canons observed by
'Bloomsbury'r, more precisely, with
the current 'party line'.... If such inde-
pendence was allied to gifts nf an order
tn provoke rivalry, then so much the
worse for thc artists. And bad for them
it acas, for there was nothing in the way
of slander and intrigue tn which certain
of the 'Blnnmsburys'ere nnt willing
to descend. I rarely knew hatreds pur-
sued with sn much malevolence over so
many years; against them neither age
nnr misfortune offered the slightest.
protection."
Rothenstein's hard words certainly

prove how much Bloomsbury has been
disliked. I do not think that they prove
very much more than that because,
svhcn it comes to the asvksvard business of
supporting his accusations with evidence,
Sir Jnhn is completely at a loss. He has in
fact 1>cen challenged to make good his
words and has failed tn do so. I under-
stand that in a later edition of his book

they have been omitted. But the fabrica-
tion, fnr it certainly is a gross and imperti-
nent fabrication, has been widely circu-
lated and I take this opportunity to deny
it.

Now let me turn to a more common and
more reasonable line nf criticism which is
expressed well enough by Mr. A. D.
Moody in a study of Virginia Woolf.
Mr. Moody describes the origins ofBlooms-
bury in the Victorian middle class, that
section of it which produced the Darwins,
the Haldanes, thc Huxleys, the Stracheys,
and the Stephens, academics and civil
servants who

"became the tnp layer of the middle
class, primarily by virtue of'ntellectual
ability and moral responsibility, though
inevitably this later took the form of
social exclusiveness."

Mr. Moody sees Bloomsbury as a
fraction of this part of the establishment.

"The distinguishing character of the
Bloomsbury group derived largely from
King's College, Cambridge, and princi-
pally from the philosopher, G. E.Moore,
author nf'Principia I'Ihica. The influence
of G. E. Moore can bc described as a
turning b tck within thc 'intellectual
aristocracy'n a rather ideal form of
Arnold's 'Culture', or rather tn that
aspect of it which lcd I'.lint tn connect
Arnold with Pater. The ideal nf Moore's
followers was the exclusive and strictly
non-practical pursuit of 'sweetness and
light' 'love, beauty and truth'erc
their own terms. They had the rccluisite
residue of Hebraic conscience, expressed
mostly in righteous scorn for the
barbarian, philistine and populace, to
which all outsiders were consigned; ancl
they subscribed to the Greek heritage.
Since their concern was all for a civilisa-
tinn of the mind, they regarded as
outsiders the main body of the Establish-
ment whn v ere concerned with the
more practical problems of governing
and civilising. Thus they set up a
cultural elect within the Establish-
ment elite."
Mr. Moody overlooks an important

element in the formation of Bloomsbury
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Roger Fry and julian ReRplaying chess c. 1933 Canvas, 24 x 32 in. Collection oJ King's College, Cambridge

and his generalisations can hardly be
applied even to the short list that I have
made. I am not quite sure v hat he means
when he says that 'they subscribed to the
Greek heritage', but certainly the phrase
could hardly be used of Roger Fry nor
could he be described as a follower of
G. F..Moore. But I think that Mr. Moody's
principal criticism, and it is a common
one, is that Bloomsbury lived in an ivory
tower, that it scorned the populace, and
that it disdained tl'c 'practical problems
of governing and civilising'.
It is a criticism with which I have some

sympathy. I remember that when May-
nard Keynes read his essay entitled

3'arlyBeliefs to a group which included
what we called 'Old Bloomsbury'nd
also to some much younger persons, we,

the young, agreed that it was a fantastically
reactionary document and revealed a
politically innocent and parochial attitude
on the part of Cambridge at the beginning
of the century which we deplored. Never-
theless, whether their political beliefs
were right or wrong, we could hardly
maintain that our elders had withdrawn
from political action. Neither Maynard
Keynes,Leonard Woolf nor Lytton Strachey
could be described as being indilferent to
the practical problems of governing and
civilising; Keynes and Woolf were in fact
public servants. The suffrage movement,
the foreign and colonial policy of the
Labour Party, the credit structure of the
Western world have all felt their influence.
The third critic whom I would like to

mention was D. H. Lawrence.
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Lawrence went to Cambridge in 1915
and met a number of people, some of
whom Keynes, Duncan Grant and, per-
haps, Francis Birrell, the son of Augustine
Birrell may fairly be described as 'mem-
bers of Bloomsbury', others, such a
Bertrand Russell, who can not. His re-
action was sharp and decisive:"...to hear these young people talk
really fills me with black fury: they talk
endlessly, but endlessly and never,
never a good thing said. They are cased
each in a hard little shell of his own and
out of this they talk words. There is
never for one second any outgoing or
feeling and no reverence, not a crumb
or grain of reverence. I cannot stand it.
I will not have people like this...."
And to David Garnett who had brought

about this unlucky meeting:
"Never bring Birrell to see me any

more. There is something nasty about
him like black beetles. He is horrible
and unclean. I feel I should go mad
when I think of your set, Duncan Grant
and Keynes and Birrell. It makes me
dream of beetles...."
Keynes, in the work to which I have

already alluded, considers Lawrence igno-
rant, jealous, irritable and hostile (—and,
as one who remembers the charm, sin-
cerity and good humour of Birrell, I
should add: blind), but he goes on to
ask whether there was not "something
true and right in what Lawrence felt?
There generally was. His reactions were
incomplete and unfair, but they were not
usually baseless."
In a brilliant analysis of the influence of

Moore on Cambridge and of the way in
which the profoundly unworldly teachings
of that philosopher changed in the hands
of a generation which found that it could
not accept the high seriousness or the
austerity of its starting point, Keynes
concludes that Lawrence was not alto-
gether wrong.
The criticism may be just, but is it a

criticism of'loomsbury? Could it be
directly applied to, shall we say, Roger Fry
or Virginia Woolf'? I doubt it. Is there in
fact enough community of thought and

feeling in Bloomsbury to make any
criticism of this kind valid?
I think that perhaps there is, that the

quality which Lawrence called 'irrever-
ance'as common to all; but one cannot
understand Bloomsbury unless one begins
by acknowledging its heterogeneous char-
acter and observing that it was hetero-
geneous in a very special way. It is because
this has not been understood that so
many of the criticisms that are aimed at it
fall partly or wholly outside the target
area.
I think I may come at the nature of

Bloomsbury by looking at its origins. In
so doing I must again admit that I do not
speak as an authority, in fact I rely very
largely upon a volume which Sir Leslie
Stephen wrote for his children after his
wife's death. It gives a sufficiently vivid
picture of one of the families from which
Bloomsbury sprang but it is, of course,
concerned only with this one family. I will
try, however, to confine myself to those
transactions which were reasonably typical
of many such families and which set the
tone for Cambridge and for London at
the end of the Victorian Age.
What kind of people were they? They

had money, not enough to keep them in
idleness but enough to enable them to
choose the kind of work that they would
do in the world. They went into the Uni-
versities, into the Civil Service—-above all
into the Indian Civil Service—they wrote
books, they edited journals. The great
intellectual adventure of their lives was
the struggle between faith and reason.
The struggle was an arduous one and

certainly it would be a mistake to think
of our grandfathers as living a sheltered
life—it was the very opposite for they look-
ed out with dismay into an empty universe.
But it was a private struggle. By this I
mean that, unlike continental atheists,
F.nglish freethinkers were not naturally
drawn to a political position and that,
although they had changed their views
concerning the origin and destiny of men
and women, this in no way altered their
views concerning the proper relationship
between ladies and gentlemen. The en-
lightened English home at the end of the
century might be, and very often was, a

Portrait of Iytton Stracher
c. 1912

Cardboard, 14 x 10 in.
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benevolent despotism; but it was and it
remained despotic. Our Father in heaven
might be removed to the world of myth,
but our father at the breakfast table
persisted.

Just what this could mean in practice
in what was, taking one thing with
another, a happy family, we may see from
Virginia Woolf's portrait of Mr. Ramsay
in To the Lighthouse. Stephen worshipped
his wife;

"He desired," writes Noel Annan,
"to transform her into an apotheosis
of motherhood, but treated her in
the home as someone who should
be at his beck and call, support him
in every emotional crisis, order the
minutiae of his life and then submit
to his criticism in those household
matters ofwhich she was mistress... he
was for ever trampling upon her feelings,
wounding the person who comforted
him, half conscious of his hebetude,
unable to contain it."
This was the paternalist structure of

society in action as the Stephen children
saw it and they did not have to look very
far afield in order to see how the conven-
tional morality in which they had been
reared could turn to unreasoning
savagery.

A short entry in my grandfather'
private memoir reads thus:

"There happened a terrible scandal
in consequence of which Lady

Somers'aughter,Lady Henry Somerset, was
separated from her husband —a
blackguard."

Behind this brief statement lies a
Victorian tragedy. My grandmother's
cousin had married a man who, in so far
as he was unfaithful to her, might fairly
be termed 'a blackguard', but the terribly
scandalous nature of his

'blackguardism'ay

in the fact that his partner in sin was
of his own sex.

Now observe the workings of Victorian
morality: when the scandal broke, and
it was the young wife's mother who made
it public, the censure of society was

brought to bear, not on the husband,
who escaped to Italy and ended his days
in cultured ease, but upon the wife. Her
guilt consisted in the fact that she re-
minded society of something that it
preferred to disregard. She was cut,
ignored and as far as possible forgotten
by good society. I am happy to say that
my grandparents proved on this occasion
that they were not really members of
good society. I do not think it will be
denied that, with very few exceptions,
the hard thinking, bravely speculative
intellectual elite when confronted with
that which it considered 'morbid'r
'unnatural'as, like the rest of good
society, bereft of courage, humour, com-
passion and reason.
The younger generation was con-

fronted, then, by a system of morality
which was by no means purely ethical, it
was a system which allowed the strong
and the fortunate to injure the weak, the
herd to dominate and destroy the indi-
vidual. This, it may be objected, is still
the case but today audible protests are
made, eighty years ago they were not.
G. E. Moore did not offer an escape from
this system, as Keynes has pointed out 'he
found a place in his religion for vindictive
punishment'nd no place at all one may
add for l'homme moyen sensuel. But his
disciples could find in his concern with
passionate states of contemplation and
communion, with love and with beauty,
enough to write into his teachings a
doctrine of complete nonconformity in
faith and morals. It is interesting to notice
that Bertrand Russell came to the same
position via Spinoza. The a priori moral
judgment, unquestioned acceptance of
established patterns of behaviour, the
taboo that forbids further discussion of a
subject, all were discarded and the burden
ofmaking ethical decisions was taken from
society and thrust upon the individual.
This I think was characteristic of Blooms-
bury at the beginning of the century. I
think it had a deep effect upon the habits
of speech and thought of the group and
that its influence is discernible in the
writings of I.,ytton Strachey, E. M.
Forster, Virginia Woolf and even of
Roger Fry.



This then brings me to the first common
characteristic of the group, its readiness
to talk about anything:

"They showed a taste for discussion
in pursuit of truth and a contempt for
conventional ways of thinking and
feeling contempt for conventional
morals, if you will" says Clive Bell

and adds:
"Does it not strike you that as much

could be said of many collections of
young and youngish people in many
ages and many lands? For my part, I
find nothing distinctive here."
Personally I doubt whether any group

had ever been quite so radical in its
approach to sexual taboos. I am not sure.
But I am sure that in this country, at;ill
events, there had never before lieen
moral adventure of this kind in which
women were on a completely equal footing
with men with, so to speak, no holds
barred. It was this which, after 1903 at all
events, made Bloomsliury very unlike any
other Cambridge group, made it in fact
'un-Cambridge'. But there was something
else, something even more important, an
influence which was in a sense anti-
Cambridge, and this I think has been
overlooked by most of the people who
have written about Bloomsbury.
It is here that I would ask you to look

at the pictures on the walls. You will search
in vain I think for the influence of G. F,.
Moore or Bertrand Russell, you will find
that of Cezanne and Matisse, ofVelasquez
ancl of Duncan Grant. Vanessa and Vir-
ginia Stephen were from the first. affected
by two parental influences. From their
father they imbibed and reacted against a
purely Cambridge doctrine, the doctrine
of men such as Fav cett and Maitland,
which was concerned entirely with the
world of literature and of ideas. From their
mother they learnt of a very different
society, the society of Little Holland
House, of Watts and Woolmer, Val
Prinsep a.nd Burne Jones. They reacted
against this too, in so far as it represented
the late Pre-Raphaelite aesthetic, but their
reaction was an aesthetic reaction.
I.eslie Stephen climbed the Alps, at his

feet lay Milan and Sta. Maria delle

1'orlrail of l.eonord lVoolf e. 1938 Canvas, 32 x 28 in.
Colleeeion of l.eonard Woolf, Ec//.

Grazie, Turin and Bergamo. But never, in
all his life, did he go down to visit these
cities of the plain. For him Paris was a
station between London and Geneva, the
fine arts a mystery that he did not care
to examine. His children did not climb
the Alps, they hastened past them to
Arezzo and to Padua; above all they
journeyed to Paris and there, with Clive
Bell, Duncan Grant and Roger Fry,
established friendships with Picasso, Der-
ain, Andre Marchand, Segonzac and
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Matisse such as have seldom existed
between artists on opposite sides of the
Channel.

The great and moving spirit in all this
was Roger Fry and, to my mind, the
great and decisive act of Bloomsbury was
the Post Impressionist exhibition of 1910.
The exhibition itself represented com-

paratively little to those of the group who
were neither artists nor art critics. But
the reaction to the exhibition was import-
ant. Desmond MacCarthy, who was
secretary of the first exhibition, has left
his account of the laughter and abuse with
which it was greeted. I eonard Woolf has
recently published his account of the
second exhibition —in 1912.

"The first room was filled with
Cezanne water-colours. The highlights
in the second room were two enormous
pictures of more than life-size figures
by Matisse and three or four Picassos.
There was also a Bonnard, and a good
picture by Marchand. Large numbers
of people came to the exhibition and
nine out of ten of them either roared
with laughter at the pictures or were
enraged by them.... The whole
business gave me a lamentable view of
human nature, its rank stupidity and
uncharitableness... hardly any of
them made the slightest attempt to look
at, let alone understand the pictures
and the same inane remarks were
repeated to me all day long. And every
now and then some well-groomed, red-
faced gentlemen, oozing the undercut
of the best beef and the most succulent
of chops, carrying his top hat and grey
suede gloves, would come up to the
table and abuse the pictures and me
with the greatest rudeness."

The intensely individualist revolt against
Victorian morality is paralleled by the
equally individualist revolt against Vic-
torian aesthetics. In both cases Blooms-
bury is on the side of the individual and
against what it sees as the irrational power
of the establishment. In both cases it
stands on the side of reason and tolerance
and against authority. Such an affirmation
of individualism implies, in the absence

of any alternative system of ethics and
belief, irreverence. And I think that
I.awrence was right when he found
Bloomsbury lacking in that quality.
I think also that critics of Bloomsbury

are right when they accuse it of a centri-
petal, a clannish tendency, although here,
if one is to be fair, it is necessary to make
all kinds of reservations and qualifications.
To some extent the mere fact that

Bloomsbury was committed to an attitude
which was fiercely resented by the majority
of 'right-thinking people'ade it more
compact. The experience of the two post-
Impressionist exhibitions augmented that
feeling; but the really formative moment,
in this respect, was the war, that war
which was humorously styled 'the war
to end war'.
Here again the reactions of Bloomsbury

were not uniform, some opposed the war
and became conscientious objectors, others
joined in the war eff'ort. But there was,
I think, a common reaction to the com-
munal spirit of that time, a spirit of
unreasoning devotion to the Fatherland
and equally unreasoning hatred of the
enemy.
My generation has seen a war which was,

in all conscience, horrible enough and in
many ways more terrible than that which
preceded it; but at least it was not ob-
viously and hopelessly futile, the generals
could at least lead armies and win
victories. From December 1914 to March
1918 the pointless and gigantic butchery
was organised by elderly gentlemen who
remained at a safe distance from the firing
line, in order that the business —and it
was a profitable business —might continue.
The press, the publicists and the politi-
cians had continually to proclaim the
unspeakable wickedness of the enemy, the
purity of our intentions, the stirring inte-
grity ofour allies, and the fact that we were
in some mysterious, imperceptible and yet
indubitable fashion, winning. It was this-
the hatred and the hubris of the home
front that Bloomsbury refused to accept,
it was here that it proved its final and
complete irreverence for anything save
the intellect.
Lytton Strachey ordering a glass of

lager beer in a restaurant found himself
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faced by the protests of his neighbour,
protests which ended with the half apolo-
getic admission, "I'm sorry, I'm sorry, but
it drives me silly with rage to see a
Britisher drinking a hun beer." "So I
observe," replied Strachey.
The refusal of the intellectual to be

stampeded by a collective emotion whether
it be of love or of hatred, is exasperating
to the ordinary man and calls forth all
his witch hunting instincts; but it is even
more exasperating to the intellectual who
has accepted the collective emotion.

There is, I think, no more touching
record of D. H. Lawrence than his letter
to Ottoline Morrell of 14th May, 19!5,
after the sinking of the Lusitan>a. There
had been riots in London, German shops
or at least shops with German names,
were smashed and looted and Lawrence
wrote:

"I cannot bear it much longer, to let
the madness get stronger and stronger
possession. Soon we in England shall
go fully mad, with hate. I too hate the
Germans so much, I could kill every
one of them. Why should they goad us
to this frenzy of hatred, why should we
be tortured to bloody madness, when we
are only grieved in our souls, and heavy?
They will drive our heaviness and our
grief away in a fury of rage. And we
don't want to be worked up into this
fury, this destructive madness of rage.
Yet we must, we are goaded on and on.
I am mad with rage myself. I would
like to kill a million Germans —two
millions...."

and then at the end of the letter:
"Don't take any notice of my extra-

vagant talk -one must say something."

If one is D. H. Lawrence one must, even
if one knows at bottom that what one is
saying is stupid and odious, for it is pro-
duced by a real sentiment of anger and of
affection, real sentiments are holy things,
things to be treated with reverence. It is
not surprising that Lawrence detested
Bloomsbury, nor is it surprising that under
the stress of war Bloomsbury became in-
creasingly separated from the main current

of intellectual life, for it was the liberals
the progressively minded people who were
loudest in their rage against the Germans
and who, unlike Lawrence, mistook their
emotions for patriotism and sanity. Apart
from religious and political extremists,
Bloomsbury had no allies.
Bloomsbury, according to Vanessa Bell,

ended in 1915. In a sense it is true and yet
the achievements of Bloomsbury were
still to come. It was the war itself which,
more than anything, brought I.eonard
Woolf into practical politics; it was
Versailles which impelled Keynes to make
his celebrated attack upon a peace which
he saw as vindictive and unworkable.
Eminent Uictorians was, I think, published
in the same year. By the mid nineteen-
twenties, the communal feeling that had
made the war and made the treaty was
dissipated, people began to wonder
whether there might not, after all, be
something to be said for reason and
critical detachment. At the same time the
war itself shook the patriarchal morality
of the nineteenth centory to its foundations.
The libertarian spirit of Bloomsbury was
no longer exceptional, neither was it any
longer so odd a thing to admire Cezanne
or even Picasso. A new generation arose
which has sometimes been identified with
Bloomsbury but for which I think that
one ought to find another name, even
though the older members were often
very intimate with their younger con-
temporaries.
Bloomsbury had ended by the twenties

in the sense that its always very tenuous
common qualities ceased to be meaning-
ful; its beliefs were shared by many people
and as the individuals who had originally
made it developed, they became less and
less capable of being contained within any
generalisation. A group of friends con-
tinued to meet, held together by old
affections and, perhaps, by the memory of
a time when they had been unified in
moral isolation; but by the 1930's it was
no longer possible to find any intellectual
attitude that would distinguish them from
their fellows. Thereafter the group itself
rapidly changed character as it fell
beneath the sentence of the President of
the Immortals.
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